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Growth

Honesty and Trust

After School Program
Monday-Thursday
3.20-5pm
Sporting Schools
Thursday 3.20-5pm
Breakfast Club
Milo Club
Tuesday & Thursday
8.30-9am
Dates to Remember
AUGUST
Monday 3rd
MARC Van
Please return books.
Finance meeting 3pm
Tuesday 4th
School Council meeting
5.30pm
Proposed Events
September 10th
Athletics Carnival
October 14th
School Photos
November 16th - 18th
3/4 Camp
November 16th - 20th
5/6 Camp

July 29th 2020

Respect

Connectedness

Inclusiveness

Fun

We are all experiencing a great deal of uncertainty these days. How can we help our
children turn the times of uncertainty into empowering, resilience-building
experience?
This whole experience is a great opportunity to model and teach our children a very
important concept:
We can choose how to respond to things we CAN'T control in life and focus on
things we CAN control.
Here's what you can say:
"There are things we cannot control in life such as the weather, global pandemic, not
being able to see friends when we want to. And there are things we CAN control: our
actions, our attitude, and our reactions to those things we can't control.
Rather than simply reacting to things we can't control, we can make a choice of
HOW we want to respond. With practice, we can get very good at choosing how we
react so that it's the most helpful to us."
Some children (especially younger ones) might need further explanation about
HOW they're able to CHOOSE how they react to things.
Use this simple analogy:
Ask your child to close their eyes and imagine colour RED. Then ask them to
imagine colour BLUE.
You can say, "It looks like you were able to direct your mind to imagine the colour
you wanted. Was it easy for you to do that?"
Now ask them to close their eyes again and imagine a circle, then a square, then a
triangle.
Then, in the same way, point out that they were able to direct their mind to think
about and imagine certain things.
Then you can say:
"Similarly, we can direct our brain to think a certain way when something happens
that we don't like. We can practice directing our brain and our brain will get better at
reacting the way we want it to react—the way that makes us feel better."
Picking Students up Early
If you need to pick your child/children up early we ask that you notify the school
either through leaving a message on the landline or text the school mobile. We will
organise to have them ready, sign them out on your behalf and deliver them to you
at the gate. This process will help to keep the number of adults onsite to a minimum
during this time.

Kind Regards,

Sue Clague
Principal

At Nicholson Primary School we acknowledge the Gunai-Kurnai people ,
the traditional owners of the land our school is built on.
We pay respects to the elders past, present and emerging
and extend that respect to all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people

Specialist News
A group of students spent a busy Friday afternoon in the garden weeding and
preparing the beds for this year's potato planting. Pictured are Holly Krejzlik,
Sienna Ffrench, Hailey Teunisson and Kiana Osgood. The whole school will
be planting a potato each with their buddy. They are naming their potato and
marking their planting with a paddle pop stick so they can keep track of their
potato's progress. With any luck we will be having a baked potato feast in no
time.
Science
We have begun exploring chemical and physical changes. The students often think of chemistry as
getting to 'blow stuff up', so it is always fun to prove that they are all 'scientists' and demonstrate how we
use mixtures in our daily lives.
We will need some jars in the coming weeks, so if you have any spare glass jars of different sizes at
home, could you please bring them in for science. Thankyou
P.E
Students have been practicing athletics skills such as high jump, hurdles and shot put. Just a reminder
that Friday is P.E, please remember to bring a drink bottle (as you can’t use the drinking fountains) and
to wear shoes suitable for running. This year we will be hosting our own Nicholson Primary School
Athletics Day. This will look different to how athletics normally runs due to Covid-19. More information
regarding this will be out soon.
Art
We have begun this term creating Zen tangles. This is a relaxing and fun way to create beautiful images
by drawing structured patterns. The younger students have been drawing zen tangles in fish and slugs
while the older students have been detailing spiderwebs and mountain ranges. Pictured below are some
of the works from the senior group.
In coming weeks the art room will be collecting any unwanted beads, buttons and short glass jars for
future creations. Anything you are willing to donate is greatly appreciated.
Cultural Studies
The junior and middle classes have been spending time exploring Dreamtime stories and the importance
they play in Indigenous Aboriginal culture.
Grade 4/5/6 students will be spending time exploring the Bataluk Cultural Trail that runs through
Gippsland. This exploration will involve students continuing to learn about local culture and the significant
sites which can be found along the trail.
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